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I MEAN...

I MEAN... this story is a special one. It's a story about the lives of Number completely psychotic girls;

two psychotic girls who met for the first time in Mrs. Pearlman's Number grade class at Cynwyd

elementary Noun , but whose story didn't REALLY begin until 2003. It should have been a sign for the

insanity to come when, during their senior year of high Adjective , Melanie thought it was

Adjective to pull a freshman girl from class to Adjective at her for hooking up with

First name of a Male Tan, who just happened to be the recent ex of Melanie's darling friend. As luck would

have it, these 2 crazies got to Verb together during their senior year of college. The memories they

made there, from stalking Posh Society, to locating each other regularly on Search Engine Maps, to

making the infamous wall of First name of a Male , to the time when Melanie's crazy roommate wouldn't let

her boyfriend (now fianc) go back to college and Melanie was there to Verb the entire ordeal, to their

adventures with their fifth Noun Larry the Slowman, to the absurd outfits they wore, are ones they'll

surely never remember without the help of Facebook (because they had severe Noun problems.) No,

their Noun hasn't always been peaceful, in fact they've managed to Verb about anything from

a bug class to sharing the same wedding venue, but when you put these two Noun - Plural in the rain, in a

parked Noun outside of the Rittenhouse Proper Noun building, they could literally talk for hours.

Without this friend, Melanie's life would be so different. She'd never have been to one of the meatiest

Noun - Plural in Philadelphia, which changed her life forever, Fogo de Proper Noun and she'd still

have to hold her iPhone upright as she laid in bed every night stalking beautiful people on Facebook, or

Verb - Present ends in ING



celebrities' tweets (which honestly would hinder how much she could accomplish since her arm would get so

tired from being raised in the air for so long.) As Melanie reflected on these things, she couldn't help but get a bit

Adjective eyed. "Without her I just simply wouldn't be the Noun I am today, the woman Joe has

decided he wants to Verb " Melanie crooned. "I need her there with me every step of the way towards

the Adjective - Superlative day of my life. Who else will overanalyze every single Noun with me!?" 

I'M First name of a Male !

So, Full Name of a Person , will you please do me the honor of being my Noun as I Verb - 

Base Form Joseph Thomas Young at Vie on Sunday, May 25, 2014?!
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